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For the first time in 3,300 years, The Egyptian Book of the Dead: The Book of Going Forth by
Day: The Papyrus of Ani is showcased in its entirety in seventy four magnificent color
pages.Maybe the most stunning presentation of this book in 3300 years: Upon death, it was the
practice for some Egyptians to produce a papyrus manuscript called the Book of Going Forth by
Day or the Book of the Dead. A Book of the Dead included declarations and spells to help the
deceased in the afterlife. The Papyrus of Ani is the manuscript compiled for Ani, the royal scribe
of Thebes. Written and illustrated almost 3,300 years ago, The Papyrus of Ani is a papyrus
manuscript with cursive hieroglyphs and color illustrations. It is the most beautiful, best
preserved, and complete example of ancient Egyptian philosophical and religious thought
known to exist.The Egyptian Book of the Dead is an integral part of the world's spiritual heritage.
It is an artistic rendering of the mysteries of life and death. For the first time since its creation,
this ancient papyrus is now available in full color with an integrated English translation directly
below each image. This twentieth anniversary edition of The Egyptian Book of the Dead has
been revised and expanded to include:Significant improvements to the display of the images of
the Papyrus.A survey of the continuing importance of ancient Egypt in modern culture.A detailed
history of Egyptian translation and philology since the discovery of the Rosetta Stone in
1799.And, a state of the art Annotated Bibliography and Study Guide for Ancient Egyptian
studies.As the third revised edition, the entire corpus of this critical work is given its most
accessible and lavish presentation ever.Includes a detailed history of Egyptian scholarship, an
annotated bibliography and study guide, and several improvements to the color plates.Makes an
excellent gift for people interested in world history and ancient religions.

About the AuthorCarol A. R. Andrews served as Assistant Keeper/Senior Research Assistant in
the Department of Egyptian Antiquities at the British Museum from 1971 to 2000.Dr. Ogden
Goelet, Jr. is a Clinical Professor of Egyptian Language and Culture in the Department of Middle
Eastern and Islamic Studies at New York University.Dr. Raymond O. Faulkner (d. 1982) was a
renowned British Egyptologist, the translator of many important ancient texts, and the author of
numerous scholarly publications.J. Daniel Gunther is an Egyptological scholar and the author of
several works on esoteric symbolism.James Wasserman is an author and book designer whose
innovative vision shaped this unique book.
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Ebook Library Reader, “beautiful book. Great display book! It's beautifully made and a great ice
breaker for a coffee table”

Bryan, “glorious. the best version of the Egyptian book of the dead”

Abigail, “It's beautiful, and big!. I got this book because I had heard the Budge translation was a
bit out of date. It's a beautiful book with full-color reproductions of the scroll itself on each page.
Definitely inspires a sense of awe at the age and artisanship of the originals.My only complaint is
that... It's huge! I'm lucky to have a bookshelf big enough to hold it. It's definitely nice to be able
to see the images in a large size, but I think this is meant to be a sort of "coffee table book."”

Donald J. Thorpe III, “This is a great book. Here's a tip-. Ok, remember when you were a child
and you couldn't read yet, so when you picked up a book, you looked at the pictures and "made
up" the story based on that? Do that. I'm telling you, go back to being a child when you read this
book. It's got weird, wacky images with trippy looking animal-people, hieroglyphics all over the
place, it's from an ancient time and culture very different and mysterious to us, you're basically
super illiterate with this crazy mess, right? Like a little child. So just like a little child, use your
heart and your imagination when you read this book. It will not make sense to you if you read it
with your rational brain. Trust me I tried. When I approached with wonder, it rewired my brain. It's
all deeply symbolic and metaphorical, so you will start thinking in symbols and metaphors. (Ever
see the movie "Arrival"?) This book is even oddly hilarious in some places, whether you "get it"
or not. I think it's worth it, and you should trust me on this one.”

Ernest Clayton Cordell, Jr., “It's a classic that changed history.. I think I like it more than my other
copy: My other edition is more exhaustive, but this one has the feel of the experience.”

Alexi D., “Amazing and Beautiful!. This version of the Papyrus of Ani/Book of the dead is
amazing! It is well translated and the Illustrations are of beautiful quality to go along with the
reading! It gives a bit of history and background to the translation of this Version, the history of
the visuals and of Kemetic Religion as a whole reguarding this book! I 100% recommend this
version!”

Jay, “Very Large. Very colorful and large haven’t read it yet but looks amazing the fold pages was
outstanding I can see very well with out my glasses”

Jim Boccio, “"More to our Existence than you think". Boy am I glad I'm done reading this
book,and I still don't know half of what I read,thank goodness at the end of the book there is a
commentary by a Dr. of Near Eastern studies,who states, "There are many obscure parts that



can't be explained".All in all a very interesting read with great pictures.The interesting points I
found is they believe the Earth is a Firmament Oval surrounded by water i.e. Flat Earth,Horus the
Hawk brings the dead mans soul to Osiris [in my own experience I find this to be true of certain
people],Seth the great Bull,the soul of Geb,is a steeler of souls,laps up corruption and lives on
what is putrid i.e.Satan.The book also talks of gate keepers for a lot of things for all sorts of
things good and evil.Talks about many Great Councils i.e. Gods.RE who is cat like is the eldest
of the Gods,which I found to fascinating as I believe the world is divided into cat people and bird
people [lizards],the Sunshine God is above all,like Christianity [Mithraism] and the messenger
came out of the body of the Sun i.e. Christ? that Atum created from his flesh,parts of your body
represent Gods,like your eyes are Horus your phallus is Osiris etc,it talks of portals and
sacrifices for the Limp one [Satan],final judgement before the council of Gods,[which I believe is
true as well no matter what religion you are],it also says that you can encounter another world in
your dreams,[which I believe is true as well].So some very interesting info to draw your own
conclusions.”

Vicuña, “Packed with detail and colour. Without a doubt, the Egyptians held the key to many
secrets; medical, anthropological, scientific and even astral. Their writings remain open to
interpretation and are the subject of ongoing debate as to their meaning.The papyrus depicted
here is examined in enormous detail and this revised edition with gatefold pages to display
sections in their entirety doe# the subject justice. The most recent translation and interpretation
is shown here and for anyone interested in ancient civilisations and their beliefs, this a truly
rewarding read. It’s a book to savour and go back to time and again. Although packed with
detail, it’s presented in a way 5gats accessible to the lay reader. Paper qualit6 is 3xcellent and
the colours are good.”

Miss E Simmonds, “Great book!. Huge book and love the layout with the translations. I wanted
an accurate translation rather than a prettied-up one to really get an idea of how the ancient
Egyptians thought about life and death and what kind of language was actually used. It has big
fold out pages which are cool!  Great edition!”

AT, “very interesting. it's nicely written and well researched book. It's easy to read and full of
information.having finished it, I found the ancient Egyptian faith and rituals to their God not very
different from current known religions. Perhaps it's another proof that the source is one !”

chris gilroy, “Wonderful book. fantastic book much larger than i expected a must for those
studying the subject ,a wealth of information . A first class service from supplier BOOK
DEPOSITORY I have used them quite a lot in the past and they have never disappointed with
delivery and quality”

rivertrent, “Excellent Book. This is probably the best book there is on the subject of Egypt's Book



of the Dead. It explains clearly the Papyrus of Ani which the book is based on.”

The book by James Wasserman has a rating of 5 out of 4.8. 3,254 people have provided
feedback.
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